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1. Background to this Policy 

A glorious beginning 

1. While the Crystal Palace itself revolutionised architecture, Crystal Palace Park was 

ahead of its time in setting the blueprint for public parks, by marrying horticulture, 

ecology and formal and informal recreation. 

2. Joseph Paxton recognised that to support the cost of the terraces, the flower beds, 

the fountains and the statuary he needed to stage events. Crystal Palace hosted 

large moving picture shows, concerts, horticultural shows, art exhibitions, stage 

performances, fetes, balloon ascents and high wire acts. Crystal Palace Park was 

perhaps the first major venue for popular events in this country. And they were 

popular. For the first thirty years, over 2 million people a year visited the Park, far 

more even than today. The international fame of the Park was built on these events. 

3. Through the 20th Century, sterling efforts were made to finance the maintenance of 

the Park. During the 1911 Festival of Empire, 15,000 performers staged the Pageant 

of London. Twenty FA Cup Finals were played at the Park, with attendances up to 

120,000. The Park was a major motor racing venue for nearly half a century. And of 

course the National Sports Centre has played host to some of the most important 

moments in world athletics, not least David Bedford’s world record 10,000 metre run 

in 1973. Proms in the Park continued for nearly half a century, while bands who 

played there included Bob Marley, Take That, Ian Dury, Depeche Mode, Bruce 

Springsteen, Santana, Hawkwind, the Sex Pistols – and Vera Lynn! 

The decline 

4. But over the last century the Park has fallen into decline. The terraces are crumbling, 

the dinosaurs are on the heritage at risk register, the fountains have gone, as have 

most of the statues, and the site of the Crystal Palace itself bears no witness to its 

illustrious past. The Park is fragmented, with ugly fencing marring the landscape, 

lacking in toilet facilities, signage and interpretation boards. 

5. Previous regeneration schemes involving a hotel, a multiplex cinema and even a 

diamond trading centre have not proceeded but have absorbed much of the 

community’s time and energy. 

Rebirth 

6. It has been clear for decades that a new approach is needed to preserve and 

improve this Park for future generations. 

7. The London Borough of Bromley has developed a regeneration plan for the Park. At 

its heart is restoration of the Park assets, the reimagination of the top site as a 

garden and events space, preservation of the terraces and dinosaurs, removal of the 

unsightly parking from the heart of the park and improvement of drainage. The 

planning application will proceed during 2020. 
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8. But the physical regeneration is only part of the story. The Council has constituted 

the Crystal Palace Park Trust as an independent body. The Board of the Trust 

comprises local residents with expertise in charities, governance, parks and 

planning. The Trust is in the process of applying for charitable status. When the 

regeneration of the Park is complete, the Council will hand the Park over to the Trust 

with a legacy fund to assist in the future management of the Park. 

9. The Trust estimates that, even with the legacy fund, and rents from the current 

occupants of the Park, it will need to raise £550,000 each year to maintain the Park 

to the highest of standards, for the benefit of the community and future generations. 

It wants to effect major improvements in the quality of horticulture in the Park, begin 

rewilding projects, vastly improve the current play facilities and create new ones, 

improve facilities for formal recreation including outdoor gym equipment, table 

tennis, cricket, softball and pétanque, and improve toilet and café facilities around 

the Park. 

10. At the same time, the Trust has placed the environment and ecology at the centre of 

its charitable objectives. The Park is green space, an important ecological and 

recreational resource, and protected as Metropolitan Open Land. In everything it 

does, the Trust will respect the fact that, first and foremost, this is a park for local 

people. 

Events 

11. In recent surveys, the local community has made it clear that, while it values the 

green space of the Park very highly, it wishes to see the Park restored as a place for 

events. 

12. The Trust agrees with this approach. In fact, it is crucial to the Trust’s financial 

strategy that it can promote events to finance its management of the Park. In doing 

so, the Trust will ensure that every penny raised in the Park stays in the Park. 

13. The Trust recognises the value that a varied and well managed outdoor events 

programme can offer local residents. 

14. However, the running of events must not come at the expense of people’s free 

enjoyment of the Park as an ecological and recreational resource. And nor must it 

unduly interfere with the amenity of local residents. Fortunately, the Park is 

sufficiently large that events of different sizes can take place in different parts of the 

park at different times of year, so as to balance the need for events with the needs of 

other users and residents. 

15. As well as attracting commercial events organisers, the Trust wants to rebuild 

capacity for free community events in the Park. There are many local groups with a 

love of the Park and the energy and initiative to mount arts and cultural events of 

interest to the community at large. These also provide opportunities for local people 

to volunteer and so develop their skills and contribute to the community. We hope 

that, by raising funds from commercial events, we will be able to work with local 
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people to mount far more small community events than are possible at present. It 

particularly wants to build the Park’s ability to host events for children. 

16. It is likely that the coronavirus will have a significant impact on any events 

programme in 2021 and that ay events which do take place in future will be subject 

to additional rules regarding social distancing and personal protection. The Trust will 

provide further information for the benefit of the public and event organisers as 

guidance is provided by the government. 

 

17. The objective of this policy is therefore to: 

(1) Set out the approach of the Trust to events in the Park to 

provide clarity for residents, park users and those planning to 

promote events in the Park. 

(2) Develop a safe, accessible, inclusive, sustainable and varied 

programme of events for local residents, including free 

community events. 

(3) Protect the heritage, infrastructure, fabric and ecology of the 

Park, and prevent or mitigate any negative impacts which events 

may cause. 

(4) Raise sufficient funds to enable the Trust to manage and 

maintain the Park. 

(5) Ensure that at all times, park users have adequate access to the 

park for recreation and relaxation. 

(6) Prevent nuisance to neighbouring residents from events in the 

Park. 
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2. Aims of this Policy   

1. This document sets out the policy in relation to the use of Crystal Palace Park for 
organised events, whether these are organised by Crystal Palace Park Trust or an 
external provider. 

2. It is needed in order to promote a varied calendar of events that are held in the right 
locations, with the appropriate frequency, and carried out safely and without undue 
impact on the park, park users or local residents. 

3. Anyone wishing to make an event booking be it for commercial, charitable or 
community use must adhere to the requirements of this policy and its supporting 
documents. 

4. This Policy does not apply to the National Sports Centre, which will continue to be 
operated by the Greater London Authority. However, for the avoidance of doubt it 
does include those wishing to make bookings for running clubs, organised cycling, 
fitness classes and personal / group training in the Park. 

5. The document aims to communicate the obligations, responsibilities and limitations 
which all event organisers have in relation to staging an event in the Park. 

6. This Policy is intended to balance the interests of residents, park users, 
stakeholders and businesses and allow Crystal Palace Park Trust to: 

• Promote the Park as a venue for events to support the 
maintenance and regeneration of the Park. 

• Promote best practice in all aspects of event management, 
including the event application process. 

• Ensure that a sustainable number of events are permitted. 

• Minimise, mitigate and manage the impact on the Park and 
surrounding areas. 

• Encourage events that have strong community benefit and 
engagement and, where necessary, remove barriers. 

• Support community event organisers and parks and open 
space user groups through the development of a 
streamlined event application process and upskilling event 
organisers. 

• Improve communication and engagement with residents 
and business.  

While the Trust has set out the general parameters below, in terms of scale, type and 
location, these remain guidelines and not rules. The Trust intends to remain flexible, having 
regard to the needs of the community and its experience of running events in the Park. 

While policies are set out for each area within the Park, it is not expected that these areas 
would all be used at once. Rather, this policy is intended to deliver a blended approach 
which delivers a range of events for the community, helps the Trust to finance its 
management of the Park while above all respecting the importance of the park as a green 
space for old and young alike.  

The Trust will review its approach to these parameters annually, having particular regard to 
the environmental impacts of events on the Park, its users and the local community. 
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3. Scale, type and location of events 

1. For the purposes of this policy, the Park is divided into 6 zones: 

• Terraces 

• Concert bowl 

• Top site 

• Cricket pitch* 

• Subway 

• Other 

* this area is known as the cricket pitch because of its historical  
use, it is now used for many different types of informal recreation  

These locations are shown below. 

 

2. Events sizes are categorised as follows: 

• Major: 20,000 – 40,000. 

• Large: 5,000 – 20,000. 

• Medium: 1,500 – 5,000. 

• Small: 500 – 1,500. 

• Minor: up to 500. 
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3. Terraces 

The terraces offer an extensive, accessible, well-drained and flat space which lends 

itself to the holding of large events. These may include music festivals, exhibitions, 

flower shows and events involving sport or recreation. Such events are liable to be a 

key revenue source for the Trust. 

Most commercial events will require to be fenced. In order to ensure that the Park 

remains primarily a resource for Park users, it is therefore necessary to place a 

limitation on events on the terraces. 

The Trust will permit up to the following number of events on the terraces each year: 

• Major: 3  

• Large: 6 

• Medium: 12 

• Small: 28 

• Minor: unlimited 

 

These numbers will permit flexibility in planning for events on the Terraces. It is unlikely 

that the maximum number in each category will be applied for or granted. 

Large events will require the southern half of the terraces to be segregated. while major 

events will require the entire terraces to be segregated. It is important to the economic 

model that large and major events are able to occur, but it is crucial that this does not 

place unreasonable burdens or restrictions on other Park users.  

The needs for larger events vary according to the type of event. For example, a large 

music event may last for 3 days but take up to 14 days to build and up to 7 days to take 

down. An ice-skating facility in December may operate over a 28 day period, with 

significant build and break periods.  

In order to ensure that the use of the Park by the public is not unreasonably 

compromised: 

• Between the months of June and September the period during 
which at least half of the terraces are fenced shall not exceed 30 
days. 

• Event organisers will need to ensure that Park users are enabled 
to make use of land above and below the terraces and to move 
freely between the two. 

• Organisers will be expected to plan the build up and take down of 
their events to minimise the period during which the terraces are 
fenced. 

The Trust will view sympathetically proposals for small and minor events, including 

music, cinema, theatre, dance, arts, crafts and education. It is not expected that such 
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events will occupy a substantial portion of the terraces and ought not to hinder free 

movement around the Park. 

Depending on market interest, the Trust expects to provide access to power, certified 

potable water (at pressure), and grey and foul water drainage for events on the 

terraces. 

4. Concert bowl 

The concert bowl, comprising a large, natural amphitheatre and lake, is one of the most 

beautiful outdoor event spaces in London, and hosted large popular events including 

classical and modern music for several decades. 

Further information on the site’s musical history can be found at 

https://www.crystalpalacebowl.com/. 

In recent years, the site has been occupied by a concert platform, a striking intervention 

in the Park, but one which has presented serious challenges as a major event stage 

due to its shape, which hinders proper lighting and sound production, and which also 

prevents a rear screen on stage. There are also difficulties with drainage on the site, 

which the regeneration plan will eventually cure. 

Following advice, Crystal Palace Park Trust intends to revive the concert bowl as an 

events venue, with an initial maximum capacity of 5,000 people. 

When the concert bowl is being used for its maximum capacity, the site will need to be 

fenced, and the structural issues of the platform and drainage on the site will need to be 

addressed. 

However, the Trust wants to see full community access to the site for as long as 

possible each year. The Trust has set out to strike a balance between re-use of the 

concert bowl as a large events space and community use of the space. 

The Trust’s proposed policy is that the site should only be fenced for a maximum of one 

of the summer months. This should not normally be a month in which the entire terraces 

are also fenced. During this time: 

• The Trust proposal is that a temporary platform will be built forward 
of the current platform, so that the current platform is used as a 
back-stage area. 

• The grass near the lake will be covered with a permeable material 
used for laying on damp sites for the duration of events. 

In this way, the concert bowl will be usable for a one month summer festival of music 

and the arts. 

The Trust expects that a summer prom season at the concert bowl could be designed 

and built in such a way that allowed the main audience area to be enclosed for limited 

periods, e.g. so as to prepare for and deliver weekend shows while keeping the grassed 

area open at other times during the week. 

https://www.crystalpalacebowl.com/
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An illustration of how a temporary platform might be constructed is shown below. 

 

Illustration of temporary platform: Roger Barrett. 

 

At all other times of the year, the existing platform will be used for smaller events, 
including community music events, performance, cinema and community picnics. 

During the day the platform may be used as a fitness and arts space, in one of the most 
beautiful settings in London. 

It is hoped that a café / bar will be established in the platform building, with its terrace on 
the platform itself. 

It is proposed that part of the lake will be used for wild swimming.  

In winter, it is proposed that a skating rink will be constructed on the lake with refreshment 
facilities on the platform. 

It is proposed that the WC facilities at the top of the amphitheatre will be brought back 
into permanent use or equivalent facilities provided to serve the concert platform. 

Depending on market interest, the Trust expects to provide access to power, certified 

potable water (at pressure), and grey and foul water drainage for events at the concert 

bowl.  

 

5. Top site 

The top site at the park has been used for a fairground for many years. This will 
continue, although measures will be taken to make the fairground more accessible and 
inclusive. 

In addition, being sited near the Norwood Triangle and adjacent to the bus station 
makes the top site an ideal space for community events. 
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The Trust would like to establish the top site as a place for regular markets and arts, 
antiques and horticultural fairs, together with the use of marquees for exhibitions and 
public and private events. 

 

6. Cricket pitch 

The cricket pitch is an important informal recreation area in the Park. 

The Trust would like to increase the provision for games on the pitch, including cricket, 

rounders and softball. 

The space is suitable for fetes and garden parties, and perhaps a Christmas market. It 

is also possible that the space might be used for small community music events. 

However, the primary use of this space is for play, and it is also important that events do 

not damage the surface, so taking it out of use for that purpose.  

It is therefore unlikely that the space can be used for events on more than 14 days per 

year. 

Organisers will need to pay a deposit to cover any necessary ground restoration 

following their event. 

It is unlikely that the space could be used for large amplified music events because of 

the proximity of housing around the Park. 

7. Subway 

The restoration of the Victorian brick-built subway has been inspired and driven by a 

dedicated Friends group. In February 2020 Bromley Council approved a plan to fund the 

restoration of the Subway as a cultural venue. In due course, it is expected that, subject 

to the overriding need to protect the space as a heritage asset, the Subway will be a key 

part of the cultural attraction of the Park and a net income contributor to the 

maintenance of the Park as a whole. This strategy will be updated to reflect the 

progress of that project. 

8. Other locations 

 

There are other locations in the Park which may have potential for events, whether 

private or public, indoors or outdoors and of varying sizes. The Trust will view all 

applications for use of other locations on their merits, and paying particular regard to 

any environmental or other sensitivities of the areas in question. 
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4. Hiring of event zones 

1. Community Events 

Community events are those which are organised by the community or voluntary groups 

in support of the community for the benefit of the Borough or local residents.  A 

community event should be offered with no or nominal entrance fees to the public. They 

will not provide significant advertising or other commercial benefit opportunities to a 

profit making business or organisation.  The organiser will be asked to provide proof that 

they are not profiting from allowing third party contractors, e.g. commercial stallholders 

to attend their event.   The Trust aspires not to charge for some or all community events 

other than a ground deposit where necessary. Where fees are levied, they will be set at 

an affordable level and without profit to the Trust. 

2. Charity events 

Charity events should be for the benefit of a Registered Charity or Community Interest 

Company. Applications must be received from the charity themselves, or include a 

signed letter of endorsement from the charity. The charity will ultimately be responsible 

for the event. The applicant should be able to provide a UK charity number and also 

demonstrate that all proceeds (over and above costs) will be for the charitable purpose..  

The Trust aspires not to charge for charitable events benefiting local causes other than 

a ground deposit where necessary. Other charities will receive a discount from a full 

commercial rate. 

3. Friends 

The Park benefits from the activities of Friends and other user groups who help to 

oversee the maintenance, development and enjoyment of the Park. These volunteer 

groups may wish to hold events throughout the year and in recognition of the invaluable 

role played, where possible hire fees will be reduced or waived for such events. Such 

events would generally be free for the public to enter. If a user group wishes to charge 

for entry, proceeds should be reinvested back into the park or open space. 

4. Commercial Fundraising 

This category is for those organisations who seek to organise an event for the sole 

purpose of raising funding for a charity or other not for profit body via events that charge 

an entrance fee. Typically, events will be staged by professional companies on behalf of 

the charity and will expect attendance in the thousands. Such events are welcome in the 

Park, but will be charged for on a commercial basis. 

5. Commercial Events  

This category is for all events which are intended to generate a profit and will usually 

have an entrance fee attached. Commercial events are typically accessible to the 

general public for a fee. This category includes funfairs and circuses. These events will 

be charged for on a commercial basis. 
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6. Private hire  

Events included in this category may include weddings, private parties, corporate events 

and the like. Events of this type will normally be small scale, involving up to 250 guests. 

They may include the erection of small marquees or temporary enclosures/shelters. 

These will be charged for at a commercial rate, but discounts will be applied where 

those booking live within 1000 metres of the Park boundary. 

7. Organised Fitness Training  

Activities in this category may include organised groups that operate with or without a 

charge to those attending the activity. Generally, where groups are offering fitness 

training without cost to the participant then there will be no charge for the booking. 

Where a group or individual charges for people to attend the activity then a suitable 

charge will be agreed dependent on the size and frequency of the activity and the 

amounts charged to participants. 

8. Other 

The Trust welcomes applications for a wide-range of events from the smallest (dog 

walkers, fitness classes or training, sporting activities, filming activities), to larger 

commercial events. The inclusion of smaller events in this policy allows the Trust to 

implement basic assurance measures for those using the Park for organised activities, 

regardless of whether these are for commercial gain. 
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5. Event Application, Booking and Approval Process 

 

1. Crystal Palace Park Trust intends to hold a framework premises licence under the 
Licensing Act 2003 for the Park. This will cover the great majority of events to be 
held at the park, including regulated entertainment and the sale of alcohol. 

2. This will mean that, in most cases, event organisers will not need to apply for their 
own premises licence or temporary event notice. 

3. They will, however, be bound to comply with the terms of the premises licence. 

4. The premises licence will require events to be planned and delivered in accordance 
with the following process. 

5. Application must be made to Crystal Palace Park Trust for permission to hold the 
event in accordance with the following schedule: 

• Major events: 8 months in advance. 

• Large events: 6 months in advance. 

• Medium events: 3 months in advance. 

• Small events: 2 months in advance. 

• Minor events: 1 month in advance. 

• Other events, such as fitness classes: no time limit. 

6. If possible, applications should be made and will be welcomed even before the 
minimum lead-times specified above. This will help the Trust plan the events 
calendar to ensure that there is no clash of events. 

7. The application must be accompanied by an outline event management plan. 
Organisers are strongly recommended to consult with the Trust before submitting the 
application so that the Trust may advise on what the event management plan should 
comprise. As a minimum, the following is required: 

Layout plans All events 

Litter removal All events 

Noise management All events with amplified music 

Stewarding (parks and dispersal routes) Medium, large and major events 
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Stewarding (residential streets 

protection) 

Large and major events 

Travel and traffic management Medium, large and major events 

Dispersal Medium, large and major events 

Ground mitigation and restoration Medium, large and major events 

Litter collection All events 

Responsible alcohol retailing All events involving alcohol 

Health and safety risk assessments All events 

Medical / first aid All events 

Security and crime prevention All except minor events 

Child protection and safeguarding All events 

Insurance arrangements. All events 

 

8. The Trust will prepare a range of template plans to assist community groups and 

small events organisers. 

9. Applications will be checked for completeness and, if verified in line with this policy, 

will be subject to consultation, proportionate to the size of event proposed. 

10. All applications for medium, large and major events will be developed in consultation 

with a Safety Advisory Group comprising representatives of statutory and 

transportation authorities. The event may not proceed until Crystal Palace Park Trust 

approves the event on the advice of the Safety Advisory Group. 

11. All applications for small, minor and other events will be determined by Crystal 

Palace Park Trust. The event may not proceed until the Trust approves the event. 

12. For all events, organisers will be required to enter into an agreement with Crystal 

Palace Park Trust and make all payments required under the agreement. Without full 

payment by the date required in the agreement, the event may not proceed. 
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13. The agreement requires organisers to acknowledge that approval of the event is a 

commercial arrangement and does not amount to a warranty or advice by Crystal 

Palace Park Trust that the event is safe. Responsibility for safety at the event lies at 

all times with the event organiser.  

14. Crystal Palace Park Trust reserves the right to withdraw its approval for an event in 

exceptional circumstances where it is clear that the event will amount to a breach of 

the premises licence or the agreement or will endanger the Park or the public. 

15. Event organisers are responsible for ensuring that all required permissions are 

obtained for their event, including but not limited to: 

• Performing Rights Society (PRS) 

• Phonographic Performance Limited (PPL) 

• Advertising consent 

• Planning permission 

16. Crystal Palace Park Trust works with a number of preferred partners, including 

engineers, acoustic consultants, security firms, event managers, WC providers, 

traffic and transport consultants and health and safety consultants. Organisers 

should wherever possible utilise the services of the partners, due to their expertise 

and experience in handling events in the Park. 

17. Formal event debriefs with the Safety Advisory Group will take place after all major 

and large events.  These meetings will include Crystal Palace Park Trust, parks staff, 

Ward Councillors (who may put forward any concerns raised by local residents), the 

Metropolitan Police, licensing and any other relevant authorities. 

18. Crystal Palace Park Trust will organise annual training opportunities for community 

event organisers to help increase the number of people and the skill level of those 

working voluntarily within local community organisations. This training will include a 

briefing on the application process and key timelines of the process. 

19. A range of ‘template’ style documents will be produced to assist less experienced 

event organisers and community groups through the event design and delivery 

process. 

20. Applications to hire Crystal Palace Park will not be accepted for events which are 

likely to be discriminatory, incite hatred, are offensive to the public or risk damaging 

the reputation of Crystal Palace Park as an inclusive, community-oriented space. If 

an event takes place which breaches this policy, the organiser will not be accepted 

for future events in the Park. 
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21. Fees for events will be based on the following: 

• A non-refundable application fee to cover processing costs. 

• A booking fee which is payable once the event is approved in 
order to secure the date and venue.  

• A daily hire fee for the days of the event, based on land-take 
and event capacity. 

• Setup and take down fee, based on the period of occupation of 
the site. 

• Grounds deposit, to cover the cost of any repairs or damage 
that may occur during the event and any site clearance not 
carried out by the organiser. 

• Environmental impact charge, to cover the cost of the 
environmental impact on the park. 

• The costs of monitoring the event. For larger events, this is 
likely to include the cost of an events professional to ensure 
that the event will be managed in accordance with the licence 
and so as to avoid detriment to the licensing objectives of 
prevention of crime and disorder, prevention of public nuisance, 
public safety and the protection of children from harm. 

The Trust will publish a fees schedule annually. 

In order to support events that are seeking to grow, the Trust will be prepared to 

include a phased income assumption per ticket sold. 

As stated above, some or all of the above fee may be waived for community 

groups in order to support community events. 

22. Following large and major events, there will be an event debrief, involving the 

applicant and the Safety Advisory Group, to consider the impact of the event on the 

Park, its users and the local community and to carry forward any learning to future 

events. 
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6. General Conditions  

1. All events will be the subject of a written agreement with Crystal Palace Park Trust. 

2. The written agreement will be subject to Terms and Conditions. 

3. The event organiser’s compliance with the Terms and Conditions will be monitored. 

Any failure to comply may prejudice future event applications. 

4. Event organisers will also be required to sign an indemnity against damage to the 

Park or any claims. 

5. Event organisers will need to demonstrate they have public liability insurance for 

their event. 

6. The charge for the event will include any monitoring by Crystal Palace Park Trust to 

ensure compliance with this policy and the hire agreement and pre- and post-site 

inspections with the event organiser. However, where Crystal Palace Park Trust is 

required to provide, staffing, equipment, undertake works or provide other resources 

to the event, then the cost of such will be recharged to the event organisers. 

7. The ground deposit will be used to fund any repairs or damage caused at the event. 

Where this is insufficient to cover the cost, the organiser will remain liable for all 

additional costs. The Trust may seek a bond or other form of underwriting to cover 

reinstatement costs. 

8. Health and safety at the event is of primary importance. Organisers will be required 

to demonstrate compliance with the principles in the Purple Guide to Health, Safety 

and Welfare at Music and Other Events, where applicable. (See further Section 7 

below.) 

9. It is a term of the agreement that no nuisance is caused to local residents. For 

events involving amplified music the event organiser may be required to appoint 

independent acoustic consultants to be on site to provide continual monitoring of 

noise levels. 

10. It is a key objective of the Trust that car-borne travel to events shall be avoided. 

Event organisers will be required to demonstrate how they will maximise and 

promote the use of public transport and reduce environmental impacts. Where 

significant car-borne travel is expected, event organisers will need to provide a traffic 

management plan and may be required to apply for and pay the cost of an 

associated Temporary Traffic Management Order. 

11. The proper collection and disposal of waste plays an essential part in ensuring the 

protection of the Park and surrounding streets. Waste from events should be 

minimised and recycled where possible. Event organisers are responsible for the 

clearance of any waste that does arise. The ground deposit will be used to finance 

any waste clearance required following the event. 
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12. The Trust expects event organisers to take all practicable steps to meet the needs of 

disabled people attending events, going beyond minimum legal requirements. The 

demonstration of such steps will be a key criterion for the Trust in selecting events 

partners. For example, event organisers should aim to comply with Attitude is 

Everything’s Charter of Best Practice.  

13. It is vital that at all events appropriate numbers and types of toilets are provided to 

service the anticipated number of people attending. The temporary toilet facilities 

provided must always include accessible, wheelchair friendly units. 

14. Crystal Palace Park Trust requires event organisers to make every effort to run 

sustainable events, including by minimising environmental impact and maximising 

sustainability, e.g. through the use of recyclable and/or reusable sustainable 

products and materials and minimising power consumption. Where appropriate 

Crystal Palace Park Trust will apply the principles and objectives of ISO 20121 Event 

Sustainability Management System. 

15. Crystal Palace Park Trust requires events organisers to make every effort to 

minimise the impact of events on the biodiversity of the Park. Where appropriate, a 

biodiversity impact plan may be required. 

16. Outdoor advertising using banners, posters or any other media must comply with the 

law. The use of unapproved fly posting is prohibited by the hire agreement and may 

affect future applications. 

17. Crystal Palace Park Trust places great value on the use of local volunteers at 

events. Providing well-structured volunteering can be of benefit to many within the 

community, not just for the opportunity to give something back, but also as a 

contribution to an individual’s ability to demonstrate skills and aptitude in an 

employment setting. 

18. Event organisers can demonstrate that they have fully considered the accessibility 

requirements of disabled people when attending events and will make all reasonable 

adjustments to ensure accessibility.  Event organisers should demonstrate 

compliance with the Charter of Best Practice where appropriate. 
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7. Community safety  

1. The safety and security of event visitors, organisers and other members of the public 

is paramount.  

2. Each event organiser will be required to produce a risk assessment of the hazards 

and risks associated with the event and ways in which risks will be mitigated. Where 

appropriate, assessments should be based on recommendations in the Purple Guide 

to Health, Safety and Welfare at Music and Other Events. 

3. Crystal Palace Park Trust will provide templates and guidance for the assistance of 

small and community organisers.  

4. Security and stewarding personnel are key to ensuring the safety of all people in and 

around an event. All events must provide appropriately trained and briefed staff in 

positions to maintain crowd control, provide public information and to enforce any 

applied restrictions on entry and behaviour within the space, as well as to implement 

procedures in an accident or emergency situation. All staff working in a security role 

must be licensed by the Security Industry Authority. 

5. The event organiser should always consider the public’s route to and from their 

event. Where necessary and where potential conflict points are identified additional 

security and stewarding should be provided to ensure the safety and reduce any 

possible conflict between event goers and residents.  

6. Child protection is a fundamental part of the safety management of an event. 

Organisers are expected to identify risks to children and submit a safeguarding policy 

statement with the application.  

7. Medical & first aid provision. Event organisers must carry out a medical risk 

assessment, considering such things as the activities, the numbers, types and age 

groups attending, access and egress, the site and structures, and other health, 

safety and welfare issues. Provision of adequate numbers and types of first aid and 

medical resources should be based upon Purple Guide recommendations where 

appropriate. 

8. Signage within an event site should be clear to read, use commonly understood 

language and symbols and be positioned such that it can be seen from a reasonable 

distance by event attendees. All main sanitary, medical and safety facilities, as well 

as emergency exits, should be signposted throughout the event site. 

 


